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NOTE: Mike Adams is the creator of Brighteon.com (a Christian
alternative to Youtube), the creator and host of NaturalNews.com, a
scientist, an inventor, author, food scientist, and a Christian. Each
week he interviews several people in key positions and organizations
and shares these interviews on naturalnews.com and Brighteon.com.
“I have to share with you what guests and hosts say after we have an
interview. Part of it is they are cautious about what they say publicly,
because they don’t want to say something that they cannot
completely verify. And part of it is after the interview is over, they will
say: “Oh by the way, there is one more thing…”, and then they will
share with me another key insight.
These are individuals in key positions, or individuals who know
people in key positions in our government and the private sector, who
have insight that the public does not have. In addition, sometimes I
receive information from people in agencies who want the public to
know what is going on. The following are key insights I gleaned from
these important individuals:
They don’t see the stock market surviving past November of
December of this year without a drop of 50% or more.
In addition, some large banks will fail, and perhaps be merged with
other large banks.
A major financial correction is coming and appears IMMINENT. We are
very, very close to this happening. You just can’t keep printing money
forever.
We are very close to the end of this monetary system. And in order for
those who created these crimes and money looting to cover their
tracks of the crimes they got away with, they have to have a bigger
crisis, such as a world war.

This is why the United States is provoking Russia into attacking the
United States, and also trying to provoke China into attacking the
United States.
That was the entire point of the recent executive order from Biden to
undermine and destroy the Chinese semi-conductor industry, which
basically annihilated China’s semiconductor industry overnight.
I have compared that to the U.S. Navy’s embargo of energy shipments
into Japan that provoked Japan into attacking the U.S. at Pearl
Harbor. That was a way to get Japan to attack the United States so the
U.S. could claim victim and get massive popular support to oppose
Japan in the war.
So it could be that our banking problems would be the least of our
problems, because we will be in an escalating world war at the same
time.
The financial system is in deep, deep trouble, and the tipping point of
financial collapse is almost here. It will probably start in Europe, then
Japan, then affect the U.S. stock markets, bond markets, and real
estate. Then the dollar will fall, which could take place sometime next
year.
We are likely to see the U.S. stock market get hit very hard really
soon, within a matter of weeks. This would be followed by, if the
markets go low enough, systemic banking failures.
Are we going to make it to election day? I don’t know. It is still a
couple of weeks out, and there is a lot the deep state could do to try
to cancel the election.
The executive order attacking the Chinese semiconductor industry is
very similar to the cancellation of Russia from the SWIFT intercontinental banking system, another act of war [that took place
months before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine]. And it is putting China
in a position where it will have to lash out to end the economic
suffocation of its semiconductor industry, which is one of its major
industries.
This could be designed to draw China into its final attack on the
United States that J.R. Nyquist talked about. Do you remember the
leaked audio by a Chinese general talking about China moving to a
war-time economy and loading ships with military equipment? That

operation has not gone away. And it was very clear that China was
making plans to invade the continental United States.
There are now fewer cargo ships crossing the ocean. This provides
China with the perfect cover to use cargo ships to hide troops,
military equipment, and missiles that could be launched off shore
from the containers.
I think China and Russia are working together and planning this
together. Note that China just ordered all of its citizens to evacuate
from Ukraine [as did India]. So China knows that Russia is going to
attack Ukraine [in a massive way].
Some say that Russia will continue to move westward and attack
Poland, for example, and at the same time, China will attack the
United States, because the U.S. is very weak because it sent so much
of its military hardware and supplies to Ukraine [and left a great deal
of military hardware in Afghanistan].
The U.S. is in its most vulnerable position ever, historically. China
knows it, and Russia knows it, and it looks like all of this is designed
to bring down the United States.
The U.S. financial system is so vulnerable that China could cause a
shockwave in the U.S. by selling all of its U.S. treasuries, or halting all
of its exports to the United States. That would be just massive.
You might say: “Why would they do that? They need the money.” No,
they don’t. They are already shutting down factories, and moving to a
war-time economy in which they produce military hardware instead of
consumer goods. They are using Covid lockdown as a cover to do
that. They are no longer going to make stuff for the world, especially
the western world.
They are going to make stuff for their war – their war against the
western world. They will continue to make goods for Russia, Iran,
India, and other allies, but at some point they will stop exporting to
the West. And when that happens, that will be an economic
shockwave to the U.S. It could be very close.
To wrap this up, people who just listen to mainstream media are
unaware of everything we just covered. And they will be destroyed by
the financial collapse that is coming. Many, if not most will lose their
bank accounts, they will lose the value of the currency they now hold,

they will lose their jobs in many cases, and they will be destroyed by
scarcity and price inflation in groceries, gasoline, and all of the
essential goods that people have to have in order to survive.
So the unaware people – many of them will not make it. Those who
have good information, such as what you are receiving here, you have
the ability to look ahead and prepare. You will be ready to move your
finances from a failing bank to a solvent bank, like a smaller local
bank for example, or some other asset holding that isn’t subject to
currency collapse [such as gold or silver].
You will have a forewarning here [Mike Adams’ Situation Updates and
interviews on brighteon.com] in everything that I do, and guests that I
interview, and articles on naturalnews.com. For a financial collapse
that is working through the system, you may have two weeks to two
months advance warning, compared to when the masses totally
panic. And that’s enough. You can do things during that period of
time that can save you.
In terms of a nuclear war or Chinese invasion, you may only get two
days warning. But that’s still enough to bug out if you are in a city,
and if you are ready. But you have to have a place to go, have your
bug out bag ready, and the whole deal.
My goal with all of this is, with my sources and intel, to give you
enough time to adapt, to mobilize, to do what you need to do, because
it is all coming down, folks. It is just a matter of when, what comes
first, and what it looks like.
So stay tuned to my podcasts. I am Mike Adams, the Health Ranger.
Stay tuned to my podcast at naturalnews.com and my situation
updates on brighteon.com. There is a lot more coming, and check
daily, because you may have only a couple of days warning and you
may have to move very, very quickly. This may be with your feet, or
your finances, or your preps.
So God bless you. I am going to do my best to keep you informed.
And we will get through this together. We are not going to die, and we
are not doomed. The unaware people may be doomed, but you and I
are not doomed, so don’t ever think doom and gloom.
We prepare, we adapt, we survive, we will make it through, we will
rebuild. It will just be a country with far fewer people. Seriously – we

are not going to have 300 plus million people when this thing runs its
course. Not even close. Take care.
A global reset is coming, and that’s why I created a Global Reset
Survival Guide. You can download it for free in MP3 format, or the text
in pdf format, by subscribing to the natural news newsletter. Just go
to globalreset.news. It is my gift to you, simply because I want likeminded people to survive.

